VENI VIDI VICI dedicates its “ SpiRit of the DRAgon ” collection to the conquerors, the men and
women who shape our society.
For them, VENI VIDI VICI creates a refined and powerful chronometer, virile with just the right
feminine touch.
VENI VIDI VICI anticipates the requirements of a modern world and introduces for active,
refined men and women, mechanical watches with automatic wind ideal for every moment of
the day. Precise for the management of one’s time, resistant to the elements, comfortable to
the point of forgetfulness and elegant for the special occasions.
AN ELEGANT CASE
VENI VIDI VICI has designed a case combining sobriety and creativity. The simplicity of its form,
the round balanced shape, with scales harmoniously integrated as fasteners to enclose the
bracelet. The case is delivered with a complete gloss and polished finish. The bottom is
available with the engraved VENI VIDI VICI make or with an ice sapphire to reveal the
decorated movement.
A DAZZLING BRACELET
A technical and esthetic challenge, the scale-shaped bracelet is a spectacular success. In
perfect symbiosis with the enclosure, the bracelet gives an exceptional personality to the
watch, making it unforgettable. VENI VIDI VICI also makes bracelets available in crocodile-skin
matching the colour of the dial.
LARGE CHOICE OF DIALS
Detail-oriented to such a degree makes it possible for a broad range of dials to be made
available. If the “sport” range is equipped with indices, the refinement of dials with Roman or
Arabic numerals is undeniable. Decoration guilloched are also available. The symbol of VENI
VIDI VICI crowns the 12 o’clock dial, with the make’s signature drawn in an arc. This sober,
dynamic, vigorous geometry reinforces the watch’s character.
THE CASE
For the “ SpiRit of the DRAgon ” collection, a superior-class casing was needed, something
which transcends the functions of a simple container. The use of the logo came naturally, its
generous curves and subtle interlacings makes one want to touch it and discover its mystery.
It is the symbol of a make which successfully marries beauty with functionality.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
MOVEMENT
Basic ETA mechanical gauge with automatic wind
FUNCTIONS
Hour, minute
Date with 3h
DIMENSIONS
Diameter: 28 mm, 36 mm and 40 mm
MATERIALS
18 ct Gold, yellow, white, pink or red. Platinum. Gloss or polished finish
DIALS
Off-white, black, blue, mother-of-pearl with indexed diamonds
Guilloched decoration available
WATERPROOF
Up to 50 meters
BRACELET
Scale-shaped bracelet made of
solid gold with 3 blade clasp
Brown, black or blue crocodile skin

CONTACT
VENI VIDI VICI
Rue Oscar Bider 11
CH 1220 GENEVA
Tel.: +41 (0) 22 796 32 54
Fax: +41 (0)22 796 32 54
GSM: +41 (0) 78 637 55 05
E-mail: contact@venividivici.ch
http://www.venividivici.ch
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